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Who Are These People?

Choose one word from the box to complete the gaps. The words are nouns used for a person from those countries.

1. If Giuseppe is from Italy, he is an ___________________
2. If Angela is from Germany, she is a _________________
3. If Paul is from Scotland, he is a _____________________
4. If Jean and Marie are from France, they are a ___________ and a 
   ______________
5. If Michele is from Great Britain, she is a ______________
6. If Stephanie is from Denmark, she is a ________________
7. If Drake and Josh are from Switzerland, they are __________
8. If Vincent is from the Netherlands, he is a _______________
9. If Ryan is from Sweden, he is a ____________________
10. If Larissa is from Poland, she is a _____________________
11. If Bryan is from Finland, he is a ______________________
12. If Pedro and Rosa are from Spain, they are_________________

Pole, Frenchman, Briton, Dane, Finn, Scot, Italian, German, Dutchman, Swiss, Spaniards, Swede, Frenchwoman
Where Are You From?

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verb to be. Unscramble the letters in parentheses to find out the country.

1. I _______ from ( aFcner ) __________________. I _______ French.
2. He _______ from ( iSanp ) __________________. He _______ Spanish.
3. We _______ from ( rireaBatniGt ) __________________. We _______ British.
4. She _______ from ( eGerec ) _______________. She _______ Greek.
5. They _______ from ( hlNsneterad ) _______________. They _______ Dutch.
6. I _______ from ( zeChcpbRuceli ) __________________. I _______ Czech.
7. You _______ from ( cdSaotnl ) __________________. You _______ a Scot.
8. We _______ from ( ranI ) _______________. We _______ Iraqui.
9. They _______ from ( tgEpy ) _______________. They _______ Egyptian.
10. He _______ from ( bLnaone ) _______________. He _______ Lebanese.
Fill In The Gaps

Choose the correct answer.

1. He is a ___________ citizen.
2. Do you speak ___________?
   a. German   b. Germany
3. I think ___________ is a beautiful country.
   a. Italian   b. Italy
4. Do people speak ___________ in the UK?
   a. British   b. Gaelic   c. English
5. Would you like to visit ___________?
   a. Norway   b. Norwegian
6. He bought an ___________ car last week.
   a. Austrian   b. Austria   c. Netherlander
7. I wish I could speak ____________
   a. Finnish   b. Finland   c. Finn
8. He lives in Vienna. He is a ___________ citizen.
   a. Austrian   b. German   c. Czech
9. People speak ___________ in Australia
   a. Australian   b. English
10. Claire is a ___________ citizen.
    a. Holland   b. Dutch
Puzzle

Solve this puzzle reading the definitions below.

Across
4. He was born in Germany. He is __________
6. The people from Netherlands are ________
7. He is Swiss. He comes from___________

Down
1. Paul Cézanne was born in France. He was________
2. My best friend is from ____________ He is Spanish.
3. He speaks ____________ He comes from China.
5. They are Turkish. They are from ______
8. She is Italian. She comes from ______
9. She is from Morocco. She speaks________
Memory Game
Cut the cards and play this memory game with your classmates.

Canada  Brazil  China  Egypt
Ghana  UK  USA  Spain
India  France  Turkey  Japan

Canada  Brazil  China  Egypt
Ghana  UK  USA  Spain
India  France  Turkey  Japan

Flag images of the countries listed above.
Continents and Countries

Sort and classify the countries and the states to the continent they belong to.

North America

Europe

Australia

Africa

Papua New Guinea, Congo, Netherlands, Nigeria, Nebraska, Texas, Tasmania, Lithuania, Ghana, Alaska, Angola, Poland, Mexico
Australia's National Flag

In 1901, the Commonwealth of Australia was formed. Until this time, Australia used Britain's flag, the Union Jack. A competition was held to find the design for Australia's own flag. Five designers shared the prize because they came up with similar ideas for the Australian flag.

In the top left hand corner is the Union Jack. This shows that Australia is part of the British Commonwealth. Beneath the Union Jack is a large white star with seven points. The points represent the six states and the territories. Originally this star had six points. The seventh point, for the territories was added in 1908.

On the right hand side are the stars of the Southern Cross. The Southern Cross was chosen because it can always be seen in the Australian sky at night.

Answer the questions

1. Which flag did Australia use before 1901?
2. How many designers shared ideas for the new flag?
3. Where is the Union Jack located in the flag?
4. Does the star beneath the Union Jack have six white points?
5. What do the points of the star represent?
6. The stars of the Southern Cross are located
   a. On the left hand side
   b. In the centre
   c. On the right hand side
7. Why was the Southern Cross chosen to be in the flag?
Fun With Phonetics!

How to play
Roll the dice and move forward according to the number that shows on the dice. When a player lands on a space, he/she has to decode the phonetic symbol first by reading the word and then by trying to spell the word. If correct, the player advances after the other player has taken a turn. If wrong the player loses a turn. If a player lands on a box with instructions, he/she follows the instructions. The first person to get to finish wins the game.
My Friend From Far Away.

Vowels
/æ/ = cat
/o/ = store
/i/ = it
/e/ = bed
/ə/ = other
/ə/ = bee
/eɪ/ = day
/aɪ/ = white
/ɑɪ/ = go

Consonants
/w/ = wall
/j/ = shop
/tʃ/ = chop
/dʒ/ = job
/z/ = prize
/s/ = price
/g/ = gap
/p/ = put
/n/ = noon
/d/ = dance
/b/ = bat
/m/ = man
/t/ = turtle
/r/ = run
/f/ = fun
Languages in Africa

There are more than 3,000 languages spoken in Africa. In North Africa and Egypt, people spoke languages related to Arabic and Hebrew, called Egyptian and Berber. Under Roman rule, some people also spoke Latin or Greek. Then, when North Africa was conquered by the Arabs, many people there began to speak Arabic (although others continued to speak Berber).

In West Africa, people spoke languages related to Bantu, like Yoruba. This language gradually spread across Africa, east and south, so that now people in many parts of Africa speak languages related to Bantu.

In East Africa, people spoke a Bantu language called Swahili, which had so many Arabic words in it that it was almost a mixed language.

And in South Africa, people spoke languages which used a lot of clicking sounds and are often called click languages. These languages sound different and are not closely related to any other known languages. They are different because the people who lived in South Africa were isolated, and didn’t speak to outsiders very often.

Answer the questions

1. There can be 3,015 languages in Africa
   a. true  b. false
2. Berber is a variety of Arabic
   a. true  b. false
3. Swahili and Yoruba are related to Bantu
   a. true  b. false
4. Swahili has a mixture of Arabic and Hebrew
   a. true  b. false
5. The languages spoken in South Africa are related to other languages
   a. true  b. false
Answer Key

Who are these people?
1. Italian
2. German
3. Scot
4. Frenchman, Frenchwoman
5. Briton
6. Dane
7. Swiss
8. Dutchman
9. Swede
10. Pole
11. Finn
12. Spaniards

Where are you from?
1. Am, France, am
2. Is, Spain, is
3. Are, Britain, are
4. Is, Greece, is
5. Are, Netherlands, are
6. Am, Czech Republic, am
7. Are, Scotland, are
8. Are Iran, are
9. Are, Egypt, are
10. Is, Lebanon, is

Fill in the gaps
1. British
2. German
3. Italy
4. English
5. Norway
6. Austrian
7. Finnish
8. Austrian
9. English
10. Dutch

**Puzzle**
1. French
2. Spain
3. Chinese
4. German
5. Turkey
6. Dutch
7. Switzerland
8. Italy
9. Arabic

**Memory game**

Canada  Brazil  China  Egypt  
Ghana  UK  USA  Spain  
India  France  Turkey  Japan

**Continents and Countries**
- **North America**: Nebraska, Alaska, Mexico, Texas
- **Europe**: Netherlands, Lithuania, Poland
- **Africa**: Congo, Ghana, Nigeria, Angola
- **Australia**: Tasmania, Papua New Guinea
Australia’s National Flag

1. Australia used the Union Jack before 1901.
2. Five designers shared the idea for the new flag.
3. The Union Jack is located in the top left hand corner.
4. No, it doesn’t. It has seven points.
5. The points of the star represent the seven states and territories.
6. c.
7. It was chosen because it can always be seen in the Australian sky at night.

Fun with phonetics!

3. Danish 11. Welsh
4. Lebanese 12. Maltese
7. Polish 15. Finnish

Languages in Africa

1. true
2. false
3. true
4. false
5. false